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Video WHAT'S NEW: Brings the library to CC even if the library is not created using InDesigns. On Windows the file will still need to be created and imported into Photoshop. NEW: Brings the library to CC even if the library is not created using InDesigns. On Windows the file will still need to be created and imported into
Photoshop. NEW: Improves the recent documents, archive and folder menus in the preferences window when using floating panels. Changelog: - Fixes issue where if the "Disable Automatic Application Updates" option was selected in the Preferences window, the setting was not persistent and could be easily changed
to "Automatically download". - Fixes issue where floating panels, if hidden, would not open on first use on Mac. - Fixes issue in the presets tab where custom presets were not being saved if "Apply Presets" was set to "Manually" and "Apply All Presets" was set to "Automatically". - Fixes issue where, on Windows and
Mac, the "Disable Automatic Application Updates" option was not being saved if "Allow Adobe to automatically check for Updates" was set to "Automatically download" and was being set to "Never". - Fixes issue where the "Hide external monitor when activating screens" option was not being saved if "Hide external

monitor when activating screens" was set to "Affects my laptop screen and external monitor". - Fixes issue where floating panels would not show up on use after opening a document in InDesign. - Fixes issue where floating panels would not open when "Preset" was set to "Custom" and "Apply to newly created floating
panels on open". - Fixes issue where the floating panels would not open after saving the floating panel. - Fixes issue where the floating panels would not open after re-opening InDesign or Photoshop. - Fixes issue where floating panels would not open if the user chooses "Custom" and "General Settings" from the floating
panel preferences. - Fixes issue where floating panels would not open if "Apply to" was set to "Currently displayed floating panels only". - Fixes issue where the floating panels would not open in the first floating panel tab. - Fixes issue where the floating panels would not open when "Preset" was set to "Custom". - Fixes

issue where the floating panels would not open when the floating panel was hidden. - Fixes issue where the floating panels would not open if "Apply to newly
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